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should be preventable in many patients at particular risk oX
this unpleasant problem.
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Indian childhood cirrhosis
A unique liver disease, which has resisted all attempts at
understanding, affects young children in the Indian subcontinent and Malaysia. It is said to be extremely rare among
expatriate children; information about the number of cases
encountered in Britain (or in other parts of the world where
Indians have settled) would be valuable. The disease is not
confined to any one religious group or social class (a preponderance of cases from the upper classes is due to their better
access to medical care), and in a third of cases it affects more
than one member of the family.
In most of the children' non-specific symptoms, abdominal
distension, and enlargement of the liver are succeeded in a few
years by death from decompensated cirrhosis, causing either
liver failure, ascites, or bleeding from portal hypertension. In a
quarter the illness is more acute and resembles a continuing
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epatitis, with death from liver failure in a few months. The
liver damage is striking and unusual. The characteristic
features are appreciable necrosis of liver cells with little sign of
regeneration, extensive deposition of hyaline (especially in
liver cells), patchy and "aggressive" fibrosis throughout the
parenchyma, very little fat, and a scanty inflammatory cell
response. The resulting damage has been called "micromicronodular" cirrhosis.
The familial incidence suggests a genetic susceptibility to
one or more environmental hazards, but no definite cause has
been recognised. Malnutrition is clearly not a candidate,
though some dietary substance or deficiency peculiar to a
particular culture might still be responsible. Cell-mediated
immunity is depressed in some patients and on the basis of
raised concentrations of alpha-fetoprotein in nearly half their
cases, Nayak et a12 made the ingenious suggestion that persistence of fetal hepatocytes made the children vulnerable to an
environmental agent. One of the hepatitis viruses is an obvious
choice. The frequency of hepatitis B surface antigen, however,
though high, is not remarkable for these populations, and no
sign of hepatitis B has been found in biopsy or necropsy
specimens of liver tissue.3 Ingestion of a hepatotoxin such as
aflatoxin seems to be disproved by the histological appearances,
but perhaps ayurvedic remedies should not be entirely ruled
out, since drugs like griseofulvin and colchicine cause hyaline
deposits in the liver of animals.
Recent interest has centred on the finding of large amounts
of copper and copper-binding protein in the liver.4-6 This
feature, with the hyaline deposits, is reminiscent of Wilson's
disease. Whether these appearances are primarily metabolic or
the consequence of the disease-as in prolonged cholestasis,
for example-is not yet clear, though their distribution in liver
cells favours a causative role. But careful study7 of siblings of
affected children has shown only minor "non-specific" changes
in liver biopsy material and no excess of copper, and prolonged
follow-up of 200 siblings has not produced a single case of
Indian childhood cirrhosis. Obviously the next step is a
controlled trial of penicillamine. Nevertheless, while we
naturally hope that children will benefit, use of the drug may
not throw any new light on this curious disease.
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